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Utilization ofhomoplasy-free SINE markers to resolve the phylogeny of
Peromyscus species

Abstract

The Peromyscus genus consists of over 50 recognized species, providing a rare
opportunity to study evolutionary mechanisms of mammalian speciation, which is enhanced by
phylogenetic analyses. We propose utilizing short interspersed DNA elements (SINEs) to assess
the evolutionary history of Peromyscus as these markers provide a "molecular fossil record"
since shared genomic integrations of elements correspond to descent from common ancestors.
We have identified "young" SINEs from sequences of P. aztecus to advance our study by
assessing for the presence of elements at fourteen orthologous loci among twelve species,
including three separate P. aztecus individuals, one of which was used to generate a DNA
library. Of fourteen SINE-containing loci analyzed, one locus yielded the expected size
amplified by PCR for containing the insert in P. aztecus and additional species, supporting the
potential of SINEs as phylogenetic markers. However, nine of the loci analyzed were specific to
P. aztecus, including two loci specific to only one of the three P. aztecus individuals, consistent
with being able to identify young SINEs from a genomic database and suggesting their continued
activity and potential role in genome diversity and speciation.
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Introduction

The evolutionary mechanisms of speciation, how new species arise, and how species are
related have been studied since the discovery of mechanisms of reproductive, behavioral, and
physiological isolation. The genomic changes that follow speciation are still not fully understood
(Dewey and Dawson, 2001). Understanding how new species arise and which species are
evolutionarily related can shed light on the complexity of organisms still being discovered, or the
many discovered but not yet properly categorized. Within the realm of mammalian speciation,
however, the variety and complex genetic properties of organisms offers an obstacle to
understanding the dynamics involved in mammalian speciation.
To understand mammalian speciation, genomic similarities between species first must be
understood. Traditionally, morphologic adaptions were used to assess evolutionary relationships
(Hillis et al. 1999), as well as mitochondrial DNA, allozymes (enzymes with differing structure
but not function), and nuclear DNA (Miller and Engstrom, 2008). As technology has advanced,
comparing genomic similarities has become a more accurate method for determining
relationships between species (Durand et al. 2006). A common technique used to compare
genomes is based on sequencing certain genes or non-coding genetic loci (Liu and Pearl, 2007).
Once sequenced, genes can be compared using algorithms to generate phylogenetic trees, which
are visual representations of genetic relatedness by listing species physically connected by
branches stemming from a common ancestor (Rishishwar et al. 20 I 5). Although these methods
are useful, comparing sequences that could be common by "state" through a mutation adds noise
to refining evolutionary relationships. Homoplasy-free DNA markers, those not gained
independently in separate lineages such as stable integrations of short interspersed DNA
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elements (SINEs), are common by descent and are valuable markers for phylogenetic analysis
(Hillis 1999).
SINEs are a sub-class of retrotransposons, which are transposable elements (TEs) defined
by their ability to use an RNA intermediate to generate a copy and incorporate it into a new
genomic location (Han et al. 2011). SINEs are about 75-400 base pairs long and present in most
eukaryotic genomes, making them helpful in studying genetic evolutionary relationships (Hillis,
1999; Nikaido et al. 1999; Vassetzky and Kramerov, 2012). The mechanism for DNA
amplification via SINEs occurs through the creation of copies of SINEs, generated via
retrotransposition (Figure 1). This process first involves the normal transcription of a master
gene into RNA by RNA Polymerase III. Reverse transcription then occurs, creating DNA from
RNA, which is integrated into a new location in the genome (Kramerov and Vassetzky, 2011).
Flanking direct repeats (FDRs) are generated when transposable elements, such as SINEs are
integrated into new locations as a result of filling in staggered nicks. SINEs also contain poly-A
tails that are important for retrotransposition of the element (Roy-Engel et al. 2002).

11111

11111
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New Insert

"FDR

Figure 1. Retrotransposition and integration into the genome as cDNA. Flanking Direct

Repeats (FDR) result from the integration event.
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The use of SINEs to infer relationships among species is thought to be an advantage due
to their method of replication (Rishishwar et al. 2015). Integrations are stable events, and
excision of a SINE is an extremely rare event. (Nikaido et al. 1999). It is highly unlikely that the
exact same SINE would integrate into the exact same location independently in two different
genomes (Nikaido et al. 1999; Hahn et al. 2011). Furthennore, for an element to be present in
just one species means it is "young" as the integration of the element postdates divergence from
its most common ancestor. For a SINE to be present in two species, however, means a common
ancestor is shared (Hillis 1999; Rishishwar et al. 2015). Shared elements indicate which species
are more closely related and are common by descent (Figure 2). Some examples of active
elements are the rodent SINEs: ID, B1, and B2 as found in the genus Peromyscus (Kass and
Jamison, 2007).

Peromyscus is an abundant North American rodent, a genus of rodent that includes the
common deer mouse and its relatives. This genus has been useful for the study of evolutionary
mechanisms of mammalian speciation (Dawson et al. 1993; Vrana et al. 1998; Bedford and
Hoekstra, 2015). Recent studies have contested the previous evolutionary relationships of

Peromyscus (Dewey and Dawson, 2001; Miller and Engstrom, 2008; Platt et al. 2015), making it
necessary in order to continue investigations into mechanisms of mammalian speciation events.
Phylogenetic discrepancies have resulted from a single set of DNA sequence data using different
algorithms. Both mitochondrial and nuclear gene sequences are useful in developing
phylogenetic trees (Platt et al. 2015). However, because of the near 50 known species of

Peromyscus (Bedford and Hoekstra, 2015), finding the slight genomic differences among them,
and placement on a tree, can be problematic (Miller and Engstrom, 2008; Platt et al. 2015). Two
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species may present a similar DNA sequence, but recent genetic changes such as a reverse point
mutation may increase background noise in developing phylogenetic trees (Figure 2).
Various algorithms must account for common-by-state DNA sequences, genes or
nucleotide sequences, thus minimizing the "noise." SINE integrations, however, can be used as a
"'marker" for detennining Peromyscus phylogenetic relationships. Due to the common-by
descent characteristic of SINEs, two species sharing an element suggests a recent integration and
shared common ancestor (Hillis, 1999), and the species can be assumed to be closely related.
This characteristic makes SINEs a more infonnatic marker (Dewey and Dawson, 2001) when
seeking accurate evolutionary relationships (Figure 2).

Common by descent

Common by state

SINE

Species:
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Figure 2. Differences in genome analysis, Common-by-State vs. Common-by-Descent. Two

species sharing a SINE are common by descent/have a common ancestor. Two species simply
presenting similar DNA sequences may be common by state resulting from a mutation.
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The purpose of this study was to assess the potential of using SINE integrations as a
phylogenetic tool, rather than DNA sequences and the more traditional approaches. We
hypothesized using SINEs would result in a more infonnative, homoplasy-free marker for
detennining genetic relatedness between P. aztecus and eleven Peromyscus species. Analysis
and verification of elements present in P. aztecus and different loci was perfonned by selecting
young ID, Bl , and B2 SINEs from a P. aztecus genomic database, analyzing orthologous loci
using primers that flank the element, and sequencing for verification. We investigated twelve
species of Peromyscus to identify shared SINE integrations and aid in resolving phylogenetic
relationships. More importantly, we predicted that the discovery of shared SINEs and closely
related species would support the use of SINEs in future phylogenic studies.

Materials & Methods

DNA Samples
DNA from twelve species of the Peromyscus genus was purchased from the Peromyscus
Genetic Stock Center at the University of South Carolina (Columbia, SC, USA) from single
individuals of: Peromyscus aztecus (AM stock), P. californicus (IS stock), P. gossypinus, P.

boy/ii, P. difficilis, P. polionotis (PO stock). P. melanoph1ys (XZ stock), P. leucopus (LL stock},
P. me/anotis, P. truei, P. eremicus (EP stock), and P. maniculatus (BW stock).
PCR amplification to detect presence or absence of SINEs
To determine if common rodent elements; ID, Bl, or B2 are present in orthologous loci
of various Peromyscus species, we amplified these segments of DNA with primers that flank the
element based on high sequence identities to SINE consensus sequences obtained from a P.
8

aztecus as the element was absent in P. californicus, P. gossypinus, P. boy/ii, P. diffici/is, P.
melanophrys, P. truei. P. eremicus, and P. maniculatus (Table 1). There were no bands present
for P. polionotis, P. leucopus, and P. melanotis, possibly due to sequence variation from the
primers generated from P. aztecus. One locus had an insert for only one of the three P. aztecus
individuals; P. a2 at Bl -A -Pa983 (Figure 7). This is consistent with this subfamily of Bl
elements representing a young, active group of retrotransposons.
Bl-B loci analysis. 81-8 loci from P. aztecus was screened for shared integrations at
orthologous locus Bl-B-Pa673. The locus analyzed was specific for P. aztecus, as the element
was absent in P. californicus, P. gossypinus, P. boy/ii, P. diffici/is, P. polionotis, P. melanophrys,
P. leucopus, P. melanotis, P. truei, P. eremicus, or P. maniculatus (Table 1). A phylogeny was
generated depicting the relationships determined for the four B1 loci (Figure 7) supporting that
both Pa B1-A and B1-8 are young subfamilies of B1 found in the P. aztecus genome.

P.a1

P.a2

P.a3

Other Peromyscus

+- B1-A-Pa983
81-A-Pa346
81-A-Pa433
Bl-B-Pa673

-+

Figure 7. Phylogenetic tree created for Bl containing loci in P.
shared.

aztec11s based on elements

Arrows represent evolutionary time points of integrations of the analyzed SINEs in P.

aztecus (P. al, P. a2, P. a3).
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82 loci analysis. B2 loci from P. aztecus was screened for shared integrations at

orthologous loci B2-Pa103011 and B2-Pal05339. The B2 integration within the locus B2Pa105339 was specific for P. aztecus (Figure 8). There was an element shared between P.
aztecus, P. boy/ii, P. difficilus, and P. truei at locus B2-Pa10301 l. A phylogeny was generated

depicting the relationship discovered at B2 (Figure 8), suggesting a potential common ancestor
for four Peromyscus species.

P. a

B2-Pa105339 .,.

P.b

P.d

P. t

Other Peromyscus

B2-Pa103011 .,.

Figure 8. Phylogenetic tree created for 82 containing loci in P. aztecus based on elements
shared. Arrows represent evolutionary time points of integrations of the analyzed SINEs in P.

aztecus (P. a), P. boy/ii (P. b), P. difficilus (P. d), and P. truei (P. t).

Gel Electrophoresis of PCR-amplified products revealed band-size anomalies at loci
IDCS-76006 (Figure 9) and IDCS-50179 when screening for ID elements at orthologous loci,
which were then cloned and sent for DNA sequencing at the University of Michigan. At IDCS50179 P. gossypinus had a band larger in size than the expected ID element size seen in P.
aztecus. DNA sequencing revealed a B1 SINE insert (Figure 10) at the same locus, accounting

for the larger P. gossypinus band present. At IDCS-76006 P. eremicus appeared heterozygous,
displaying the expected-sized band for the absence form, but also a product larger than the
18

expected size for the ID insert (Figure 9). Additionally, P. polionotis, P. melanotis, and P.

maniculatus were all homozygous for a product that not only exceeded the expected ID element
size seen in P. aztecus, but also the larger product in P. eremicus (Figure 9). Upon DNA
sequence analysis, the larger P. eremicus band is due to the presence of a B2 SINE insert at this
locus. DNA sequence analysis and RepBase (Jurka et al. 2005) revealed that the larger P.

polionotis band could be due to an integration of another transposable element as well, possibly
an LI element (LINE) at the same locus. The larger bands present for P. melanotis and P.

maniculatus could be the result of a segment of duplicated DNA or an integration of a different
transposable element within the species.

Figure 9. Analysis of an ID insertion at the IDCS�76006 locus. The presence of a SINE is
seen by the larger band in P. aztecus, and absence is seen by a smaller band in P. leucopus. This
is an example of an anomaly of element sizes, as seen by much larger bands in P. eremicus, P.

polionotus, P. melanotis, and P. maniculatus.
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By biasing the study for younger elements very recent ID and BI integrations were
observed within a single P. aztecus individual (P. a2) among the three individuals analyzed. The
P. aztecus with the insert was the source of the generated P. aztecus genomic DNA library. Loci
IDCS-13061 (Figure 11) and B l-A-Pa983 both demonstrate an integration limited to P. aztecus
but not fixed at these loci for this species, indicative that both ID and B1-A elements are still
active in the P. aztecus genome.
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Figure 11. Gel Electrophoresis of PCR amplified products from locus IDCS-13061 in P.
aztec11s and orthologous loci of other Peromysc11s species. P. a=tecus 2 displays the presence
of an element that other individuals of the same species do not possess.

Verification of Orthologous loci
Amplified IDCS-76006 and IDCS-50179 (Figure 12) PCR products were cloned for
sequencing in order to verify the correct loci. Inserts correspond to the size of the PCR products
for the three species: P. polionollls, P. gossypinus, and P. eremicus. DNA sequences were used
to screen the P. aztecus genomic library to verify the correct locus. Additionally, using
TraceBlast of an available P. gossypinus library, we identified a B1 element integration as well
as a highly repeated microsatellite (Figure I 0) which explains the larger amplified product
22

(Figure 9). We found in P. eremicus a B2 SINE integrated at IDCS-76006. Presence ofSINEs at
these locations between P. aztecus and P. gossypinus and P. eremicus shows an increase in TE
activity in the Peromyscus genome.

Plasmid
Insert
Insert
Insert

Figure 12. Two clones from each of three species digested with EcoRl to identify inserts
corresponding with PCR products from locus IDCS-50179.
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Discussion
The purpose of this study was to assess the potential of using SINE integrations as a
phylogenetic tool, as opposed to more traditional approaches such as morphologic adaptions
(Hillis et al. 1999), allozymes (Rogers et al. 2005), mitochondrial DNA (Bradley et al. 2007),
and nuclear DNA (Miller and Engstrom, 2008; Platt et al. 2015). We hypothesized that using
SINEs would result in a more informative, homoplasy-free marker system for determining
genetic relatedness of Peromyscus species, using P. aztecus sequence as the focal point. This
continues previous work of this lab in which the P. maniculatus genomic DNA library and
similar methods were used to identify young SINEs (Kilian 2016). Our hypothesis was supported
through the discovery of shared B2 SINEs at locus B2-Pa103011 between P. aztecus, P. boy/ii,
P. diffici/us, and P. truei.

Our results were consistent with other studies using mitochondrial DNA (Bradley et al.
2007), nuclear DNA (Miller and Engstrom 2008) and allozymes (Rogers et al. 2005), supporting
the use of SINEs as effective genetic markers when determining phylogenetic relationships. The
most recent results show P. aztecus being closely related to P. boy/ii (Bradley et al. 2007; Miller
and Engstrom 2008). P. difficilis is also found to be closely related to P. truei (Bradley et al.
2007). These discovered relations are supported by the Rogers study (2005) that finds P. boy/ii to
be closely related to P. truei. Our results are consistent with these studies, discovering a B2
SINE element shared between P. aztecus, P. boy/ii, P. difficilis and P. truei. Although we were
unable to resolve the phylogeny of Peromyscus using ID, B l and B2 SINEs, our results do
extend the work of these previous studies.
At this point, we are unable to determine which technique produces what might be
considered the "true tree" regarding the phylogeny of Peromyscus. Our techniques differed from
24

the previous studies, but our results were similar. The Bradley study (2007) used the
mitochondrial cytochrome-b (Cytb) gene and the Platt study (2015) also used the Cytb gene as
well as other nuclear genes. The Cytb gene is known to be a rapidly evolving gene (Bradley et al.
2007), and the rate of gene evolution is variable (Gissi et al. 2000). Mitochondrial DNA can be
helpful, however, because of the strictly orthologous genes and lack of recombination, making it
useful for studying evolutionary relationships and in human population studies (Gissi et al.
2000). These studies produced similar results to ours in terms of phylogenetic relationships
despite different techniques used and supports our use of SINEs as an efficient, less labor
intensive and more cost-efficient technique in resolving phylogenetic discrepancies. Overall, we
have presented data that support the potential of SINE integrations to resolve the phylogeny of
the numerous species and perhaps subspecies of Peromyscus.
Interestingly, it appears that ID, 81 and B2 SINEs remain active in the Peromyscus
genome. The integration anomalies within the P. aztecus species itself at IDCS-13061 and 81-A
Pa983 show active ID and BI SINEs in the P. aztecus species. These P. aztecus 2-specific
integrations as well as the shared B2 elements between P. aztecus, P. boy/ii, P. difjicilis and P.

truei support SINE activity within this branch of Peromyscus. Our study focused on a smaller
area of the Peromyscus tree and not all species were included, but previous work has studied
SINE activity in mice, and has found evidence of similar B2 SINE activity (Roy et al. 1998).
Recent B2 integrations have been identified in the Mus musculus genome with a finding of an
integration limited to only one strain, supporting the recent integration of 82 elements in rodents
(Roy et al. 1998). The presence of the 82 SINE only in the select few species of Peromyscus in
our study suggests a recent integration into the Peromyscus clade containing P. aztecus, P. boy/ii,

P. difjicilis and P. truei. Additionally, the chance finding of a 81 SINE specific to an
25

orthologous locus specific to P. gossypinm, even absent from its sister species P. leucopus, as
well as a potential LINE specific for the P. polionotus, P. maniculatus, and P. melanotis sister
species supports activity of various retrotransposons potentially impacting Peromyscus genomes
leading to the evolution of new species.
This research is part of an ongoing study to resolve the phylogeny of the Peromyscus
species. To continue our phylogenetic work, we would increase the number of Peromyscus
species tested to further resolve our phylogenetic trees. Additionally, we would like to use
another species of Peromyscus as the genomic source for the study. For example, ifwe used P.

eremicus instead of P. aztecus to compare relationships between various Peromyscus species, we
could further increase the resolution of the phylogenetic trees generated from this study, as well
as previous studies in this lab that used P. maniculatus (Kilian 2016). The genome projects for P.

aztecus and P. maniculatus made it possible for this study, and continuing on to using P.
eremicus to focus on a different phylogenetic branch would further our goal and allow for
additional Peromyscus relationships to be discovered using SINEs.
In addition to using SINEs as phylogenetic tools, we are interested in studying the BC I
RNA "master gene" present only in rodent genomes (Martignetti and Brosius 1993). The BCl
RNA is the gene presumed to be the original copy of the ID SINE family in rodents and is a very
conserved master gene for ID SINE family amplification (Kass et al. 1996). Previous work in
our laboratory demonstrated that BCI is not the only master gene generating new ID elements
but might not be the primary master gene in P. maniculatus (Kilian 2016). Our goal would be to
study the sequence of this master gene in our Peromyscus species to further assess its recent
activity and level of contribution regarding the number of ID elements in various Peromyscus
genomes.
26

The data presented are consistent with our hypothesis that using SINEs results in a more
informative, homoplasy-free marker for determining genetic relatedness and show that SINEs
provide a potential source of markers to be used in studies regarding genetic variation in the
mouse genus Peromyscus. Our attempts to resolve the Peromyscus phylogeny using orthologous
ID, B 1 , and B2 containing loci in Peromyscus revealed SINE activity, and offered insight as to
the usefulness of SINEs as genetic markers. Efficient genetic markers have a variety of broader
implications in health and genetics, as well as human population studies (Callinan and Batzer,
2006; Rishishwar et al. 201 5). Recently, polymorphic transposable elements were used to study
human evolution and migration (Rishishwar et al. 2015). The Alu element is an example of a
SINE present in the human genome and has proven capable of acting as a useful genomic marker
for determining ancestry among human populations in the Rishishwar study (2015). Applications
of SINEs can also be seen in the study of human disease, where in the Callinan review (2006) 25
new Alu element integrations were disease-inducing in humans. These SINE-related issues make
our area of research important not only to rodent studies, but transfer to humans as well.
Mobile DNA elements such as LINEs and SINEs make up nearly half of the human
genome (Roy-Engel et al. 2002), making the study of SINEs a valuable topic of research.
Understanding SINEs and their effect on genome diversity and speciation offers a non-traditional
technique to aid in rodent phylogenetic studies, as well as human studies. This study provides
evidence of an active group of SINEs in Peromyscus and highlights the potential of SINEs to be
used to resolve phylogenetic discrepancies among the mouse genus. More importantly, it
provides evidence supporting SINEs as homoplasy-free genetic markers for efficient genome
analysis.
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